INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The side-chain prediction (SCP) problem aims to predict a protein\'s side-chain conformations to minimize its total potential energy. It is useful for important applications such as protein design ([@B1],[@B2]), homology modeling ([@B3]--[@B5]), flexible docking ([@B6],[@B7]), etc. The conformations are usually selected from a rotamer library compiled from a statistical analysis of exprimentally determined protein structures. Given a rotamer library and a force field to define an energy function, the solution to an SPC-problem attempts to assign the optimal rotamer to each residue so that the total energy is minimized.
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}{}$\mathcal {R} = \lbrace R_1, R_2, \ldots , R_n \rbrace$\end{document}$ be the set of rotamer sets where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$R_i \in \mathcal {R}$\end{document}$ is a set of possible rotamer instances for the *i*-th residue. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {R}$\end{document}$ can be defined using one of the popular rotamer libraries ([@B8]--[@B10]). Then, the SCP-problem involves choosing the optimal rotamer instance from *R*~*i*~ for all residues using a mathematical minimization formulation so that the entire energy of the protein structure is minimized. The SCP-problem is known to be NP-hard ([@B11]) and a heuristic approach is inevitable in its solution process. Examples of approaches used include DEE (Dead-end elimination) based approaches ([@B12],[@B13]), mathematical programming based approaches ([@B14],[@B15]), graph-theoretic approaches ([@B16],[@B17]), Monte Carlo simulation ([@B5]), simulated annealing ([@B18]) and genetic algorithms ([@B19]).

This paper introduces a web server, BetaSCPWeb, which solves SCP-problems when a backbone is given. The server implements a significantly enhanced version of the earlier BetaSCP algorithm ([@B20],[@B21]) in terms of both solution quality and computational efficiency. The fundamental idea behind BetaSCPWeb is that a structure\'s potential energy is correlated with the total volume of atomic intersections. The latter can be efficiently computed from the Euclidean proximity information contained in the Voronoi diagram of the 3D spherical atoms ([@B22]) and its beta-complex ([@B23]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Voronoi diagrams, quasi-triangulations and β-complexes {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------------------------------

Let *S* = {*s*~1~, *s*~2~, ..., *s*~*n*~} be a set of three-dimensional spheres where *s*~*i*~ = (*c*~*i*~, *r*~*i*~) has center *c*~*i*~ and radius *r*~*i*~. The Voronoi cell of *s*~*i*~ is defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VC}(s_i) = \lbrace d(x, c_i) - r_i < d(x, c_j) - r_j, i \ne j \rbrace$\end{document}$ where *d*(*x, y*) is the Euclidean distance between *x* and *y*. Then the *Voronoi diagram* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ of *S* is defined as the set of Voronoi cells for spheres in *S*. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ correctly reflects the size differences among spheres. Be aware that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ is different from the ordinary Voronoi diagram of atomic centers and it is this difference that facilitates the powerful features of BetaSCPWeb. The dual of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ is the *quasi-triangulation* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {QT}$\end{document}$ whose topological entities are dual-mapped from those of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {QT}$\end{document}$ is a generalization of the Delaunay triangulation in which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ is just the ordinary Voronoi diagram of points. See ([@B22]) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$, ([@B24]) for Voronoi diagrams in general, and ([@B23],[@B25]--[@B26]) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {QT}$\end{document}$. Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {VD}$\end{document}$ can be computed in an *O*(*n*) time on average for *n* spheres.

![Voronoi diagram of 2D circular atoms and its derivative constructs (Figures drawn using BetaConcept ([@B27])). (**A**) The Voronoi diagram (blue lines) of circles and its quasi-triangulation (red lines), (**B**) the β-shape (shaded polygon plus line segments) and corresponding offset (red curve) for a probe of radius β~1~ ≥ 0, (**C**) the corresponding β-complex (shaded triangles plus line segments) for β~1~, (**D**) the β-shape (shaded polygon) and the offset (red curve) for β~2~ \> β~1~, (**E**) the β-complex (shaded triangles) for β~2~ and (**F**) the zero β-complex (shaded triangles plus line segments) for a β-probe of zero radius.](gkw368fig1){#F1}

Suppose, we roll a circular probe (black disk) of radius β~1~ ≥ 0 over the atoms while keeping tangential contact with the boundary. Then, the trajectory of the probe center maps the red curve, called an offset, in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The polygonal shape in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is called the *beta-shape* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {BS}$\end{document}$ which contains the information to compute the offset and can be efficiently computed from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {BS}$\end{document}$, as shown in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, is called the *beta-complex* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {BC}$\end{document}$ and contains the proximity information within and inside the boundary of the atom set while the boundary is defined by the probe with a particular radius. Figures [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} show their counterparts for β~2~ \> β~1~. Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is called the zero beta-complex corresponding to the probe of zero radius and therefore it contains the intersection information among atoms. Figures [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} are drawn using BetaConcept ([@B27]). We emphasize that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {BS}$\end{document}$ for an arbitrary β-value can be computed very efficiently through a binary search of the sorted simplex sets of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {QT}$\end{document}$ ([@B23]). For example, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {BS}$\end{document}$ can be computed in *O*(log *m* + *k*) time where *m* = *O*(*n*) represents the number of entities in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathcal {QT}$\end{document}$ and *k* \< *m* the number of entities in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The BetaSCP algorithm {#SEC2-2}
---------------------

The BetaSCP algorithm consists of three steps: the initial assignment of rotamers to all residues (Step I), the improvement of the rotamer assignment via a combinatorial search (Step II) and the local optimization of the energy landscape (Step III). For Step I, BetaSCP chooses the most probable rotamers for all residues using the probabilities defined in the rotamer library. Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a short polypeptide and the clusters of possible rotamers for each residue, as obtained from a backbone independent rotamer library ([@B8]). Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of such an initial assignment.

![Overview of the BetaSCP algorithm: (**A**) a backbone fragment of an input protein structure (PDB accession code: 3fqp) with all possible rotamer instances for each residue from a backbone-independent rotamer library, (**B**) the fragment after a single rotamer has been assigned to each residue and (**C**) the structure of (B) as a space-filling model shown inside the minimum enclosing sphere of each residue.](gkw368fig2){#F2}

Step II begins with the initial assignment of rotamers and improves this assignment by replacing each rotamer with a better one using a rapid geometric approximation of energy function. Given the initial rotamer assignment, a combinatorial search stage improves the solution by finding a better alternative to each initially assigned rotamer. Keeping the rotamers of the other residues fixed, we search for an alternative rotamer instance, *r*~ρ~, for the current residue, ρ, from its rotamer instance set, *R*~ρ~, in terms of the volume of intersection of *r*~ρ~ with the rest of the protein structure. The thesis is that the smaller the intersection, the lower the energy and thus the stabler the structure. In this way, the Voronoi diagram and beta-complex provide a significant method for accelerating the calculation. The procedure is repeated, residue by residue, for the entire protein, and then iterated a sufficient number of times until an *a priori* defined terminating condition is encountered. This completes the combinatorial search stage.

A justification for this approach is illustrated in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The dotted curve shows the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (left vertical axis) as a function of the distance between a carbon and an oxygen atom. The solid curve is the corresponding volume of intersection (right vertical axis) of the two atoms. The scales of the two vertical axes are immaterial as they are different units. What is important is that the two curves are similar, particularly around the distance of most frequent intersection in relatively stable protein structures where both curves are monotonically decreasing. At sufficient distance, where the intersection volume becomes null, the corresponding energy approaches zero. Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between these two curves: the LJ-energy versus the intersection volume. Hence, a rapidly calculated intersection volume can be used to estimate its corresponding energy using an *a priori* prepared mapping table. The significant deviation between the two curves when two atoms are close in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} is reflected by the sharp rise in the curve in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. A similar observation holds for all other atom pairs.

![High correlation between the LJ-potential energy and intersection volume of a particular atom pair, carbon and oxygen, which is also observed for other atom pairs: (**A**) LJ-potential energy (dotted curve, left axis) and intersection volume (solid curve, right axis) between carbon and oxygen as a function of the distance between the two atoms. The vertical axes have been scaled to show that the two curves are highly correlated. (**B**) The graph of the deviation between the LJ-potential energy and the intersection volume.](gkw368fig3){#F3}

If there is no intersection between two atoms, we consider the repulsive force does not apply any more but the attractive one does. In such a case, we use a modified form of the corresponding attraction term λ*B*~*ij*~/*d*^6^ where *d* and *B*~*ij*~ represent the distance between two atom centers and the LJ-coefficient corresponding to the two atoms, respectively, and λ is an empirical coefficient intended to reflect the nature of van der Waals energy as much as possible in the BetaSCP algorithm.

The critical feature of BetaSCP is that the active use of the Voronoi diagram and beta-complex accelerates the computation by significantly reducing the search space. Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the minimum enclosing sphere (MES) of each residue together with its assigned rotamer. An efficient algorithm for computing the MES of a set of spheres is available ([@B28]). Given the MES of each residue, we can compute the Voronoi diagram and beta-complex corresponding to the probe of zero radius to identify intersecting MES pairs. This provides proximity information among the residues in the 3D Euclidean space that allows us to quickly filter out non-intersecting residues and hence obviate unnecessary intersection computation. This significantly reduces the search space. Note that, due to the powerful properties of the Voronoi diagram and beta-complex, this procedure does not sacrifice solution quality.

Remark. Let *r*~1~ and *r*~2~ be the radii of two atoms. Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a curve relating the LJ-potential with the intersection volume. As both curves in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are monotonic in the interval \[0, *r*~1~ + *r*~2~), the range of center-to-center distances between two intersecting atoms, the curve in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} is also monotonic. In the figure, the horizontal axis is the intersection volume and the vertical axis the corresponding LJ-energy. Hence, given an atom pair separated by distance *d*, the energy of the atom pair can be quickly determined once the mapping table corresponding to Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} is available.

Given the improved rotamers from the combinatorial search, Step III, i.e. the local optimization of the energy landscape, optimizes each rotamer dihedral angle. It uses the conjugate gradient method, as was also used by ([@B17],[@B29]) to solve the nonlinear energy minimization problem for each residue in turn, considering only other residues in its Euclidean vicinity as identified using the beta-complex with a sufficiently large probe to include interactions with neighbors. Again, use of the β-complex both reduces the search space and improves the solution quality of the highly nonlinear programming formulation of the problem.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

The functions of BetaSCPWeb {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------

The inputs to BetaSCPWeb consist of an amino acid sequence and the 3D coordinates of the backbone in PDB format. Alternatively, users may enter a PDB accession code (<http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/>). The program outputs the computed side-chain coordinates in PDB format, and also displays its results visually and in text form. BetaSCPWeb allows the user to choose rotamers from three different rotamer libraries: the most recent backbone-dependent one ([@B10]) in addition to the earlier backbone-independent and backbone-dependent libraries ([@B8],[@B9]) .

An example of both visual and textual output is shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The textual output summarizes the predicted structure, giving its energy, side-chain dihedral angles, and, where relevant, compares it to the input structure in terms of an RMSD (root-mean squared distance) and energy difference. Various computational statistics are also provided. The visual output, shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, depicts the predicted structure as a space-filling, ball-and-stick, stick, or line model using JSmol ([@B30]). BetaSCPWeb computes two versions of the protein structure prediction, both of which can be downloaded in PDB-format: one is toward the energy-optimized structure and the other toward the native structure.

![Screen shot of the output screen of BetaSCPWeb.](gkw368fig4){#F4}

The architecture of BetaSCPWeb {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------

BetaSCPWeb consists of four components: (i) molecular geometry operating system (MGOS), (ii) backbone evaluator, (iii) intersection volume minimizer and (iv) energy minimizer. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows how these components are connected: arrows denote computational and logic data flow. Given an input structure and a rotamer library, the backbone evaluator analyzes structural properties such as the dihedral angles of the backbone and side-chains and checks the amino acid sequence. Then, the best possible rotamer instance of each residue is obtained to complete Step I of the BetaSCP algorithm. The intersection volume minimizer assigns a rotamer to each residue by finding the rotamer with minimum intersection volume which eventually maps to the LJ-potential energy. Hence, it is the major computational component of Step II. The energy minimizer works for Step III to further improve the quality of protein structure by marginally modifying the side-chain dihedral angles via energy minimization. The MGOS computes the Voronoi diagram, transforms to a quasi-triangulation and extracts the beta-complex used to accelerate the computation of the intersection volume minimizer and energy minimizer. Therefore, MGOS is the infrastructure of the entire system. BetaSCPWeb obtains PDB files directly from the RCSB PDB web site upon user\'s entry of a PDB accession code (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![The architecture and computational flow of BetaSCPWeb.](gkw368fig5){#F5}

![The actualization of a PDB structure file fetched from RCSB PDB web site upon user\'s request.](gkw368fig6){#F6}

Performance of BetaSCPWeb {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------

BetaSCPWeb has been validated using the native structure set used by SCWRL4 ([@B16]), denoted by NAT-SCWRL4SET and the most recent backbone-dependent rotamer library ([@B10]). A benchmark test showed that BetaSCPWeb tended to consistently produce protein structures of lower energy in contrast to the energies returned by the popular SCWRL4 and CISRR programs ([@B16],[@B31]) which tended to fluctuate markedly (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The computation times of all three methods were comparable (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Running BetaSCPWeb on 413 structures from the CASP contest (rounds 6--11) showed that it significantly improved the current CASP structures in terms of energy as shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, where *E*~native~ and *E*~beta~ denote the energy of the native structures from CASP and that of the predicted structures by BetaSCPWeb, respectively. On average, the predicted structures by BetaSCPWeb had about 7% lower energy than the CASP structures. Note that the computation time increase shows a strong linear behavior with respect to the problem size.

![Benchmark with SCWRL4 and CISRR using NAT-SCWRL4SET and the backbone-dependent rotamer library ([@B10]) (*λ* = 0.9): (**A**) potential energy: BetaSCPWeb gives consistently lower energies. (**B**) Computation time: BetaSCPWeb uses slightly more computation than SCWRL4 but less than CISRR.](gkw368fig7){#F7}

![Performance of BetaSCPWeb on the CASP datasets from CASP rounds 6 to 11: (**A**) energy improvement from the native structure: BetaSCPWeb improves (i.e. lowers) the potential energy of native structures by ∼7% on average. (**B**) Computation time as a function of protein size.](gkw368fig8){#F8}

Two other important measures popular for assessment of predicted protein structures are RMSD and the percentage of correct side-chain angles (i.e. χ~1~, χ~1\ +\ 2~, etc.) from some reference structure. While a usual practice is to use native structures as the reference structures, we observe that many native structures still have room for improvement from an energy point of view. We thus improved the native structures of NAT-SCWRL4SET to get an optimized structure set OPT-SCWRL4SET by applying an intensified variation of Step III several times as follows. We compute the MES for each residue including its side-chain. Then, we compute the Voronoi diagram of all MESs to quickly find the Euclidean neighbor Voronoi cells up to the second neighbor shells of each Voronoi cell. Then, we formulate and solve a nonlinear optimization problem of side-chain angles using the atoms in the neighbor shells. After changing the side-chain conformation according to the optimization solution, we compute the MES of the updated residue and compute the Voronoi diagram of all MESs once more. This process repeats for all residues to complete one iteration and we performed four iterations to get the structures of very low energy conformation in OPT-SCWRL4SET. Observe the difference of the energy levels between NAT-SCWRL4SET and OPT-SCWRL4SET in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}

![Energy profile of NAT-SCWRL4SET (the black dotted), OPT-SCWRL4SET (the black solid) and the structure predicted by BetaSCPWeb (the red; *λ* = 0.9) using the backbone-dependent rotamer library ([@B10]). Note the several high peaks of the native structures and the similarity of the optimized native structures and those predicted by BetaSCPWeb.](gkw368fig9){#F9}

We computed the distribution of the deviation of the side-chain angles of each pair of corresponding structures in OPT-SCWRL4SET and NAT-SCWRL4SET. The average μ and standard deviation σ were as follows: For Δχ~1~, (μ, σ) = (36.3°, 44.5°); For Δχ~2~, (40.8°, 43.0°); For Δχ~3~, (33.0°, 39.9°); For Δχ~4~, (27.9°, 34.6°). We also computed the standard percent correct side-chain angles between OPT-SCWRL4SET and NAT-SCWRL4SET (i.e. the percentage of angles within the 40° degree variation, frequently used in the literature) in absolute accuracy values ([@B16]) as follows. χ~1~ = 61.0%, χ~1\ +\ 2~ = 54.0%, χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3~ = 38.0%, and χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3\ +\ 4~ = 39.0%. The distribution of RMSD had an average of 1.62Å and standard deviation 0.18Å, where each RMSD was measured between the corresponding atoms in the corresponding structures of OPT-SCWRL4SET and NAT-SCWRL4SET. This experiment shows that the energy-optimized native structures are somewhat different from the native structures. Thus we use both the energy-optimized and the native structures as references for assessing the quality of the side-chains predicted by BetaSCPWeb.

Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is the summary of the percent correct prediction rate of the predicted side-chains from the reference structure OPT-SCWRL4SET. The entries are absolute accuracies. The column A, B and C correspond to BetaSCPWeb, CISRR and SCWRL4, respectively. In column A, there are four subcolumns: A1 is the result after only Step I (i.e. the initial rotamer assignment) of the BetaSCP algorithm is applied, A2 after Step I and II are applied, A3 after Step I and III are applied and A4 after Step I, II and III are all applied. The prediction capability substantially improves in the given order. In particular, A4 sacrifices the prediction rate of χ~1~ a little bit to increase the prediction rates of all χ~1\ +\ 2~, χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3~, and χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3\ +\ 4~. The RMSD significantly decreases from A1 to A4. The prediction power of BetaSCPWeb is significantly superior to those of both CISRR and SCWRL4 from the view points of both angular distribution and RMSD. Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows a similar analysis using NAT-SCWRL4SET as the reference structure and reveals a different prediction quality to that shown in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. From the point of view of the native structure, the prediction powers of both CISRR and SCWRL4 are significantly superior to that of BetaSCPWeb when Step I, II and III are all applied. Note that BetaSCPWeb with Step I only (i.e. column 'a1' in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) has quite a good prediction rate. Therefore, we designed BetaSCPWeb so that it can output two instances of a structure prediction: one after only Step I is applied (for the native structure preference) and the other after Step I, II and III are all applied (for the optimized structure preference).

###### Percent correct prediction rate of side-chain χ-angles (within 40° deviation) and RMSD (*λ* = 0.9): OPT-SCWRL4SET

         BetaSCPWeb (A)           CISRR (B)   SCWRL4 (C)                              
  ------ ------------------------ ----------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- --------
  χ      χ~1~                     53.05%      52.06%       70.50%   68.72%   57.44%   57.33%
         χ~1\ +\ 2~               30.56%      38.59%       46.38%   50.47%   40.12%   40.17%
         χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3~         8.57%       13.50%       16.86%   18.59%   17.95%   17.17%
         χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3\ +\ 4~   6.38%       9.84%        7.87%    9.69%    14.86%   14.39%
  RMSD   average                  2.31Å       1.95Å        2.06Å    1.83Å    1.90Å    2.14Å
         standard deviation       0.20Å       0.17Å        0.21Å    0.19Å    0.18Å    0.15Å

###### Percent correct prediction rate of side-chain χ-angles (within 40° deviation) and RMSD (*λ* = 0.9): NAT-SCWRL4SET

         BetaSCPWeb (A)           CISRR (b)   SCWRL4 (c)                              
  ------ ------------------------ ----------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- --------
  χ      χ~1~                     78.96%      61.98%       55.90%   50.38%   85.16%   85.72%
         χ~1\ +\ 2~               58.80%      57.59%       33.65%   37.81%   72.69%   72.90%
         χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3~         20.25%      21.47%       10.89%   14.71%   35.12%   36.96%
         χ~1\ +\ 2\ +\ 3\ +\ 4~   16.59%      15.97%       7.66%    11.47%   30.57%   30.88%
  RMSD   average                  2.11Å       1.79Å        2.16Å    1.94Å    1.56Å    1.87Å
         standard deviation       0.21Å       0.18Å        0.19Å    0.18Å    0.20Å    0.15Å

The value of the empirical parameter λ in the attractive force, thus called an attraction scaling factor, should be determined. As the BetaSCP algorithm does not consider the attraction force when two atoms intersect, having *λ* = 1.0 leads to a substantial gap in the LJ-potential function between two atoms. To compensate the repulsive term of the LJ-potential, BetaSCPWeb currently uses *λ* = 0.9.

Handling missing atoms in BetaSCPWeb {#SEC3-4}
------------------------------------

Many protein structure files in PDB have missing atoms from either backbone or side-chain and thus it is critical for a web server to be prepared for such cases. BetaSCPWeb handles missing atoms as follows. If a backbone has one or more missing oxygen atoms, BetaSCPWeb predicts the location of the oxygen atoms and performs the SCP computation. The prediction is done by checking the geometric configuration of consecutive peptide planes, the bond lengths, and the angles of two consecutive bonds. If any atom other than oxygen is missing from a backbone, BetaSCPWeb does not perform any computation but produces a warning message so that users can be informed to correct the submitted structure file. If the beta carbon for the side-chain is missing, we choose one of the two possible locations of the atom which has a smaller intersection volume with the other atoms in the Euclidean neighborhood. However, if all the atoms in both main- and side-chains of a residue are missing (i.e. a residue is totally missing), BetaSCPWeb still produces a result assuming that the residue does not exist.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

The BetaSCPWeb server efficiently predicts accurate protein side-chain structures that are close to their optimal conformation. Due to the NP-hardness of the SCP-problem, a heuristic algorithm is necessary. The one used in BetaSCPWeb employs the Voronoi diagram of atoms, its quasi-triangulation and beta-complex whose mathematical/computational properties are theoretically proven. BetaSCPWeb outperforms popular programs in terms of solution quality with a comparable computational time requirement. We are planning to enhance the algorithm in the near future by the incorporation of a flexible backbone and mutated amino acids.
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